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Here is James Herriot's best-selling personal tour through the beautiful, almost magical land of All

Creatures Great and Small and his new volume of memoirs, Every Living Thing. The gorgeous

northern English countryside, depicted so memorably in James Herriot's internationally adored

books, jumps to life here in more than two hundred full-color photographs that reveal the dales, the

snowy hills, the becks and towns and farms in all their glory. Accompanying all this is a

warmhearted text by the beloved veterinarian himself, who leads you through the countryside that

he has made his own. And as you enjoy this book, he will make it yours as well.
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"A very personal, knowledgeable guide that will tempt and delight the vicarious traveller."

--Publishers Weekly"Here is the perfect companion volume." --Library Journal"A book...to fuel the

fervor of the author's many fans." --Booklist"A lovely book; its gentleness has a special animation.

To those who already love the wild uplands and lonely moors and broad dales, it speaks with no

delay." --Christian Science Monitor

Yorkshire is Herriot country--restless winds ruffling the heater on the lonely moors, rustic stone walls

stretching across lush green dales, gentle sheep grazing near isolated farmhouses. All the

cherished scenes and memorable characters of the wonderful Herriot books come to life as the

world's most beloved veterinarian takes you it his favorite places. . .and in warm, loving, deeply

enriching commentary, shares with you memories of his life with Helen, Fiegfried, Tristan and the



special animals he has so tenderly cared for in this hauntingly beautiful corner of England. --This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I have read and thoroughly enjoyed all of James Herriot's books so knew I would love his book on

the Yorkshires. The photography is stunning and the narratives quite descriptive. I can picture

James in his rounds of the outlying farms rattling along is his ancient car and stopping periodically to

take in the breathtaking views. This book enhances my enjoyment of all the Bright and Beautiful

books and I can revisit such a beautiful place any time I wish.

I had purchased a paperback of this book, and the photos were all in black and white. I couldn't

imagine what I had read about these wonderful photos of Yorkshire, and then I found the Colored

photo version, and it is beautiful. Reading such a lovely narrative along with seeing the photos is

very delightful. Yorkshire is a really special area in England.

I have to admit I am addictied to James Herriot's books. Having read them all a few years ago when

they first were published and now again on audio discs in my car,they are so enjoyable. It is just like

spending time with your very best and loved friends. I never want to turn my car off and leave these

wonderful stories.When I took the family on a two month trip to the U.K. I insisted on finding the

villiages up in Yorkshire where James Herriots tales come to life.This was a bit of a task because

Darraby does not really exist except in the lovely pages of his books.This is a beautiful book that

takes the reader on a precious journey through his world.

James Harriot's Yorkshire is a great book for planning a trip to the Yorkshire Dells. The book

identifies locations from the TV series as well as describing towns, villages, and countryside,

locations that are not to be missed.

Gave it as a gift - my friend loved it. I had enjoyed Herriott's All Creatures Great and Small, and

knew my friend would enjoy this.

The pictures were a disappointment.

I purchased the book mainly because of the movies. But also because I had heard it had wonderful

photography. It makes you want to visit Yorkshire if for no other reason, the scenery. Maybe one



day when I am rich, can afford it and have no clock to punch I may just do that!

I got this book for my husband, because he's a terrific James Herriot fan. This was definitely not a

disappointment...it portrayed the beautiful Yorkshire country that Herriot writes so lovingly about. It

was a great hit!
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